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History of the Collection 
 In the late 1950s, several prominent Oklahoma City women in fashion-related businesses 
initiated contacts with The Fashion Group International, Inc. headquartered in New York.  As a 
result, a new regional “Fashion Group, Inc. of Oklahoma City (OKC Fashion Group)” was 
established in the fall of 1958. 
  
One of the goals of the OKC Fashion Group was to collect garments in order to establish 
a “designer costume collection” covering several decades and representing significant changes in 
fashion design.  They collected garments and accessories from prominent women in Oklahoma.  
The collection was to be used by fashion marketing, costume design, drama, art, and history 
students.  The items in the collection range from the late 1800s to the 1980s. 
  
In 1989, the OKC Fashion Group disbanded and donated the entire collection to Central 
State University, which is now called the University of Central Oklahoma (UCO).  The 
collection consists of over 800 items of clothing, 338 hats, 151 pairs of shoes, 12 pairs of boots, 
50+ purses, some jewelry and gloves. 
 
The collection was kept in storage for many years and used occasionally for class 
instruction in the fashion marketing program.  In 2014, I began the task of inventorying the 
collection, documenting details of each item and photographing some of the items and details.  
 
It is now 2019 and everything has been photographed, documented and inventoried. It is 
my sincere hope that others will find this information helpful. 
 
Catalog Arrangement 
The hats in the collection range in date from the late 1800s through the 1980s. The largest 
percentage of hats are from the 1930s through the 1970s. The following pages are arranged by 
decade, and then numerically by the acquisition numbers.  
Since there are 338 hats in the collection the catalog is published in two volumes. Often it 
was difficult to determine exactly which decade a hat fit into because they were so very popular 
and designer and milliners made thousands and thousands of hats over the years.  Deborah 
Miller, a textile & clothing appraiser, was very helpful in assisting me in determining the correct 
decade. 
  
  
Below is a chart showing the different decades the hats fit into from my research, as well 
as the percentages of the number of hats in each category. 
 
 
 
 
 
I sincerely hope this information is helpful to others.  Hats are fun. They can make a 
woman wearing one feel a little bit different for a time, whether it’s to be more glamorous, or 
spunky, funny, fashionable, or practical.  Enjoy! 
 
Mary Huffman 
Coordinator of Grants & Contracts 
College of Education & Professional Studies 
University of Central Oklahoma 
Edmond, Oklahoma 
 
July 2019 
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1950s 
1
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Small White Satin Hat with Flowers 
Designer: Unknown Hat #13 
Circa: 1930s-40s Store: Saks Fifth Avenue 
Lining: 0riental fabric Sweatband: flowered ribbon 
Condition: Very Good Dimensions: 7” wide x 1” deep 
Small white satin hat with flowers around the edges and an ermine tail on the back of the crown.  Some leaves 
have rhinestones on them.  There are 2 wrapped wire side pieces.  
2
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Brown Velvet Hat by Evelyn Varon 
Designer:  Evelyn Varon Exclusive    Hat #14 
Style:   Brimless      Circa: 1950s 
Lining:  Netting      Sweatband: none 
Condition:  Very good      Dimensions: 7” wide x 2” deep 
Light brown velvet hat with beading around the edges.  Brown netting covers the top and sides.  There is a 
matching hat pin on top.   The bottom of the hat has a wire frame covered with velvet.  
3
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s White Satin Casque Hat 
Designer:  Unknown      Hat #20 
Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain     Lining: Beige material  
Dimensions:  7” wide / 3” deep 
Condition:  Very Good 
Small off-white satin casque hat with a turban effect around the edges and a matching veil.  The veil is 
attached inside at the back . 
4
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Navy Blue Casque with Sequins 
Designer:  Unknown      Hat #21 
Sweatband:  Navy grosgrain     Size tag: 22 
Lining:  Navy blue fabric     Dimensions:  7-7.5” wide / 2” deep 
Condition:  Very Good 
Small navy blue casqie hat covered with navy blue sequin in a patterned design around navy blue braid at-
tached in a flower shape on the crown.  A navy blue veil is attached on each side of the hat.  Two wrapped 
wire loops are attached on each side. 
5
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Straw and Velvet Calot by Ere Nouvelle 
Designer: Ere Nouvelle, New York Hat #23 
Style: Calot  Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Lining: None  Dimensions:  7” wide / 1-3” deep 
Condition: Very Good 
Black straw hat with black velvet on the sides with four rosebuds and 1 flower attached on the sides.  The 
inside had black netting. 
6
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Navy Blue Turban Style Hat by Dolly Madison 
Inside tag: Dolly Madison Hat #24 
Style: Turban  Sweatband: none 
Lining: Navy blue material Dimensions: 6.5” wide / 2” deep 
Condition: Very good 
Small navy blue turban style hat with 2 small side combs, navy blue netting, and a navy blue fruit, twig, and 
leaves attached on one side. 
7
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black & White Open Crown Pillbox Hat with Veil 
Designer:  Unknown, union made   Hat #25 
Style:  Open crown pillbox    Sweatband: none 
Lining:  None      Dimensions: 7” wide / 2” deep 
Condition:  Very good 
An open crown brimless hat in off-white material with black netting and a black velvet covered wire with 
a bow that circles around the hat.  This hat was union made. 
8
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Christine Original,  Red Straw Hat with White Flowers 
Designer:  Christine Original, Park Ave., New York Hat #28 
Style:  Flowered      Material: straw and flowers 
Sweatband:  Red grosgrain     Lining: none 
Dimensions: 7” wide / 1” deep     Condition: Pristine, never worn 
Small red straw hat with green netting on the crown and small white flowers and green 
leaves all around the edges.  It has covered wire side pieces.  The original price tag of 
$22.95 is still attached. 
9
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s White Flowered Hat with Yellow Netting 
Designer:  Unknown     Hat #29 
Style:  Brimless     Sweatband: None 
Lining:  None      Dimensions: 7” wide / 2” deep 
Condition:  Very Good 
A white flowered hat with yellow netting over the flowers and a yellow ribbon on the crown.  
There are 4 small bunches of pink flowers around the sides and back.  The hat has a wire 
10
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Multicolored Flowered Open Crowned Hat by Valerie Modes 
Designer tag:  Valerie Modes      Hat #30   
Inside tag:  Union Made in USA     Style:  Flowered 
Sweatband:  none       Lining:  None  
Condition:  Very Good      Dimensions: 7” wide / 3” deep 
A multicolored flower hat with a few feathers.  It has a green wrapped wire frame covered with green 
netting and an open crown.  The hat is Union Made in the U.S.A. 
11
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Red & White Polka Dot Hat with Strawberries 
Inside tag:  Woodmere, New York   Hat #31 
Style:  Brimless     Material: Red polka dot fabric 
Sweatband:  Red velvet ribbon    Lining: Red netting over a cream straw base 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 2” deep    Condition: Excellent 
Red fabric polka dot hat over a straw base.  It has fabric strawberries and green leaves on each side.  There are 
2 small hair combs inside. 
12
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Open Crowned Hat with Peach & Tan Flowers 
Inside tag:  Green’s Park Avenue Hat    Hat #32 
Style:  Open crowned      Sweatband: none 
Lining:  None       Dimensions: 7” wide / 2” deep 
Condition:  Very Good 
Open crowned hat with small peach and tan flowers around the hat on a straw base.  Brown netting is at-
tached over the crown and the flowers.  A tan velvet bow is on top of the crown. 
13
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Brown Satin Hat with Appliqued Stems & Leaves by Nat Frank 
Designer:  A Nat Frank Original by Lee Leon, NY  Hat #33 
Style:  Brimless      Material: Fabric, net and leaves 
Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain     Lining: cream material 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 2” deep     Condition: Very Good 
Small hat covered in a light brown satin with appliqued stems and leaves.  There is a small hair comb in 
front, and a matching brown veil is attached. 
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Brown Satin Hat with Appliqued Stems & Leaves 
14
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Rust Velour Pillbox by Irene of New York 
Designer:  Irene of New York    Hat #38 
Style:  Pillbox      Material: Fabric 
Sweatband:  Black grosgrain    Dimensions: 6” wide / 2” deep 
Condition:  Excellent 
Rust colored velour pillbox hat with black lining.  It has a 2.5” wide band around the crown which extends 
above the crown with an extension on the right side.  The inside has 2 small hair combs on each side. 
15
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Purple Velour Brimless Hat 
Designer:  Unknown      Hat #39 
Inside stamp:  Opera imported velour, made in Italy  Store tag: Rothschild’s 
Style:  Brimless     Material: velour 
Sweatband:  Purple grosgrain    Lining: none 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 1” deep 
Condition:  Excellent 
Purple velour brimless hat with upturned edges in the front and back.  There are two decorations on each side 
which overlap the edges. 
16
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s White Satin Pillbox with Black Beads & Feathers by Emme 
Designer:  Emme      Hat #40 
Style:  Pillbox      Material: Fabric, beads and feathers 
Sweatband:  Ggreen grosgrain    Lining: white material 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 2.25” deep 
Condition:  Excellent 
White satin pillbox hat with black beads on the sides and crown.  The crown has an attached 1/5” 
cone with black ostrich feathers coming out the top.  The inside has 2 small side combs. 
17
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Purple Satin Beret from Arlington Hats in Dallas, TX 
Store Tag:  Arlington Hats, Dallas  Hat #41 
Style:  Beret     Material: Fabric with beads and rhinestones 
Sweatband:  Black grosgrain   Lining: black material 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 2.5” deep   Condition: Excellent 
Purple satin beret with a pointed decoration on top consisting of purple and white rhinestones and clear 
beads.  The inside has black lining. 
18
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Wide Brimmed Feathered Hat by Jan Leslie 
Designer Tag:  Jan Leslie, Custom Design    Hat #49 
Inside stamp:  Midi, imported velour body, made in France  Brim:  2” – 3”  
Style:  Wide brimmed     Material: Wool velour & feathers 
Sweatband:  Black grosgrain     Lining: None 
Dimensions: 12” wide / 2” deep 
Condition: Very Good 
Black wide brimmed hat with short black feathers attached to the crown in a circle, and long black feather 
falling around the brim and over the edges.  It has to small side combs inside. The was the “new look” of 
the 1950s. 
19
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Tan Felt Feathered Hat by Celethal, NYC 
Designer tag: Celethal, New York   Hat #50 
Circa: 1950s      Store Tag:  Peyton-Marcus, Okla. City 
Style: feathered and veiled    Material: Felt and feathers 
Sweatband: brown grosgrain    Inside stamp: Flechats, made in France 
Condition: Very Good    Lining: none  
Dimensions: 9.5” long x 8” wide  / 4” deep   Brim: 0.5”-1.5” 
 
Tan felt hat with a brown veil with brown velvet ribbon ties on the ends, and multicolored feathers covering 
the crown.  It has a black elastic back strap. 
20
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Fur Felt Beret with Feathers by Hattie Carnegie 
Designer tag:  Hattie Carnegie   Hat #51 
Style:  Beret     Material: Black fur felt and feathers 
Inside stamp:  None     Sweatband: black grosgrain 
Lining:  Black material    Dimensions: 9” wide / 3” deep 
Condition: Excellent 
Black fur felt beret with black feathers attached at on top which drape over one side.  The right side of the hat 
drapes in a V pattern. 
21
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Open Crowned Pillbox by Madcaps 
Store Tag:  Bonwit Teller, Philadelphia   Hat #52 
Designer tag:  Original design by Madcaps, Paris, NY Style: Open crowned pillbox 
Material:  Felt and feathers    Sweatband: Black grosgrain  
Lining:  None      Dimensions: 5.5” wide 2” deep 
Condition:  Fair 
Black open crowned pillbox hat with black grosgrain around the bottom and top of the open crown.  It has 
short black coque feathers attached around the hat with long black feathers on one side.  A portion of the side 
coque feathers are missing. Two small hair combs are attached inside. 
22
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Beige Hat with Black Feathers by Chanda 
Acquisition #113.87.17.14    Hat #53 
Designer tag:  Chanda    Circa: 1950s 
Sweatband: Red grosgrain    Lining: silver material with red lace on top 
Dimensions:  7.5” wide / 2” deep    Brim: Rolled ½” 
Condition:  Very good 
Beige hat with black and white feathers covering the crown.  The feathers are covered with a black veil.  There 
are scattered rhinestones on the crown, and a large rhinestone in the back surrounded by smaller ones. Some of 
the veil is damaged. Donated by Mrs. Catherine (Lynn) Adams. 
23
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Multicolored Feather Pillbox 
Inside Tags:  None    Hat #57 
Style:  Feather pillbox  Material:  Feathers and netting 
Sweatband:  None    Lining:  None 
Dimensions:  7.5” wide / 3.5” deep  Brim:  None 
Condition:  Fair 
Multicolored feathers in oranges, greens, and browns cover a net base.  Crown has a depression around it.  
Some of the feathers are missing on the sides. 
24
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Blue Feather Headband with Blue Netting 
Inside tags:  None      Hat #62 
Style:  Feather bandeau    Lining:  Blue fabric 
Dimensions:  7” wide     Condition:  Fair 
 
Blue feather headband with a blue velvet bow on the crown and blue netting covering on the front and back. 
25
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Orange Feathered Headband 
Inside Tags:  None     Hat #63 
Style:  Feather bandeau   Dimensions: 3” wide / 7” long 
Condition:  Good 
 
Headband covered with orange and rust colored feathers. 
26
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Pink Ostrich Wide Brimmed Hat, a Christine Original 
Designer tag:  Christine Original    Hat #70 
Circa:   1940s-50s?     Style: wide brimmed 
Material:  Fabric and feathers    Sweatband: none 
Lining:  Pink satin     Dimensions: 14” wide / 3” deep 
Brim:   2”-5”      Condition:  Pristine 
Wide brimmed pink hat with a wrapped wire frame, pink satin lining, and covered with pink ostrich feathers.  
It has wrapped wires on the sides and 2 original price tags inside.  Price tag: originally $27.95, sale price 
$13.98 
27
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Satin Beret by Dolly Madison 
Inside Tag:  Dolly Madison   Hat #83 
Style:  Beret     Brim: none 
Material:  Fabric     Sweatband: Black grosgrain 
Lining:  Gold fabric    Dimensions: 6.5” wide / 2” deep 
Condition:  Excellent 
Black satin beret with gold fabric lining.  It has two wrapped wires on each side, and a black satin bow on 
the left side. 
28
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Cocktail Hat with Rhinestones by Ere Nouvelle 
Inside Tag:  Ere Nouvelle, New York   Hat #85 
Circa:   1950s      Size tag: 22 ½ M.S.C. 
Material:  Fabric, netting and rhinestones  Style: Brimless 
Lining:  Black fabric     Sweatband: Black grosgrain 
Condition: Excellent      Dimensions: 7.5” wide / 3” deep 
Fancy black cocktail hat covered with black netting and rhinestones. 
29
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Straw Beret with Black Velvet 
Store Tag:  None      Hat #96 
Circa:   1940s-50s     Size tag:  Medium 
Material:  Straw and fabric    Style:  Beret 
Lining:  None      Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Condition:   Excellent     Dimensions:   7.5” wide / 2” deep 
 
Black straw beret with black velvet around the edges. 
30
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Off White Cocktail Hair Bow with Veil by Therese Ahrens 
Inside tag:  by Therese Ahrens    Hat #121 
Style:  Cocktail Bow     Material: Organza 
Sweatband:  None      Lining: None 
Dimensions:  7” wide     Brim: None  
Condition:  Excellent 
A handmade off-white cocktail hair bow attached to a head band with an attached beige veil. 
31
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Straw Hat with Flowers by J.P. Janyth Roy, NYC 
Inside tag:   J.P Janyth Roy, New York   Hat #147 
Style:  Deep crowned straw    Material: Straw, ribbon and flowers 
Sweatband:  None      Lining: None 
Dimensions:  9” wide x 10” long / 5” deep   Brim: 1” – 1.5” wide 
Condition:  Fair – some of the flowers are missing, and the wire under the brim edge is poking through 
the covering 
Natural straw, deep crowned hat with and upturned brim on the left side.  The band is 1 ¼” wide tan gros-
grain with a ½” pink and white satin ribbon on top.  The long ribbon ends drape over one side.  Silk pink 
flowers are attached to the band, and some of the flowers are missing.  A nice spring/Easter style hat. 
32
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Wide Brimmed Straw with Flower on Crown, a Christine Original 
Inside tag:  Christine Original, Park Ave., New York 
Size tag:  22      Hat #148 
Style:  Picture hat     Material: Straw, netting, flowers, rhinestones 
Sweatband:  Velvet      Lining: None 
Dimensions:  14” long x 15” wide / 1” deep  Brim: 2” – 4.5” wide 
Condition: Good – black chinstrap is broken off 
 
A large cartwheel style hat with a low crown.  The wide brim is covered with beige netting and dotted with 
rhinestones.  The band is a small velvet ribbon.  The top of the crown has a large pink multi-petaled flower.  
There are two pink and green rosebuds with green leaves on each side of the hat.  The inside has a small hair 
33
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Straw Half Hat with Silk Flower by Grace Burney 
Style: Half hat        Hat #200  
Designer: Grace Burney, Oklahoma City   Lining: None    
Material:  Straw and silk      Sweatband:  Beige grosgrain 
Dimensions:  5” x 7” wide /       Color:   Oatmeal   
Condition:  Very Good      Brim:   None 
Description: A half hat with 2 beige silk roses attached on the right side on an extended stem.  The stem has 
rhinestones attached, and green flower stamen also has rhinestones.  There is a small grosgrain ribbon tied 
and attached behind the rose. Donated by Mrs. Catherine “Lynn” Adams, September 28, 1987, Original ac-
quisition #113.87.17. 
34
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Natural Straw with Scarf by G. Howard Hodge 
        Hat #208 
Designer: G. Howard Hodge    Style:  Wide brimmed   
Material:  Straw and fabric    Lining:  None 
Color:  Natural, and green and browns  Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain 
Dimensions:  11” x 12” wide / 3” deep   Brim:  4” wide    
Condition:  Excellent     Band:   Green and brown striped fabric 
Description: Natural straw hat with one side turned up.  A green, brown and cream striped scarf runs 
through the turned up brim over and around the left side of the crown, and ends with  3 big bows in the 
back. 
35
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Dark Wool Pillbox Shaped Tam with Tassel on Top 
Designer: unknown   Hat #221 
Material:  Wool    Stamp inside: 100% wool, imported Beret Corp.,...NY 
Color:  Dark brown   Lining:  None 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 2” deep  Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain 
Condition:  Excellent   
Description: Dark felt pillbox shaped tam with a brown felt knot of felt pieces on top. 
36
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Brown Velour Beret with Rhinestones from Godchaux’s 
Designer: Godchaux’s New Orleans   Hat #229 
Material:  Velour fabric     Size tag: 22 
Color:  Brown      Lining:  None 
Dimensions:  7.5” wide / 1” deep    Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain 
Condition:  Good      Brim:  None 
Description: Brown velour hat with a 3” piece of fabric attached on one side with rhinestones on the 
front and some on the back.  It originally had a brown veil but only a little bit of it is left.  There’s a 
small hair comb in front, and 2 side pieces. 
37
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Velvet Curvette with Netting & Feathers 
Designer: Unknown     Hat #259  
Material:  Fabric and net     Dimensions:  7” wide    
Condition:  Excellent  
    
Description: Black velvet triangular curvette with black netting on top and as a veil.  There is a bow in 
the back and some black feathers attached. 
38
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Straw Sun Hat with attached Scarf by Mr. John 
Designer: Mr. John     Hat #264 
Material:  Straw and chiffon    Band:  Cream chiffon 
Color:  Natural and cream    Lining:  None 
Dimensions:  15” wide / 4” deep    Sweatband:  Beige grosgrain 
Condition:  Very  Good     Brim:  4.5” - 5” wide 
 
Description: A wide brimmed straw hat with a chiffon scarf wrapped around the crown and draping 
down the back as long ties. 
39
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Wide Brimmed Straw Hat with Black Raffia 
Designer: Unknown    Hat #265 
Material:  Straw and Raffia   Store tag: Theodore, Inc.,  Boston 
Color:  Natural and black   Band:  Black grosgrain 
Dimensions:  16” wide / 3” deep   Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Condition:  Excellent    Brim:  3” - 6.5” wide / Lining: None 
 
Description: Natural straw wide brimmed hat in front with black raffia attached along the brim edges.  
The band is black grosgrain ribbon with a bow in the front, and a bow in the back with tails.  The hat has a 
black chinstrap, and is size 22 
.  
40
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Natural Straw Sun Hat with Black Underside by Sally Victor 
Designer: Sally Victor, New York   Hat #267 
Material:  Straw      Band:  None 
Color:  Natural and black    Lining:  White fabric 
Dimensions:  16” wide / 5” deep    Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Condition:  Excellent     Brim:  4” x 5.5” wide 
 
Description: Natural straw hat with and black underside and black grosgrain ribbon along the edge of the 
brim. The brim edge is 1.5” wide. 
41
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Brown Felt Hat with Rhinestone Pin designed by Gladys 
Designer: Styled by Gladys   Hat #273   
Material:  Felt     Band:  None 
Color:  Dark brown    Lining:  None 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 5” deep   Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain 
Condition:  Excellent    Brim:  Upturned 
 
Description: Brown felt hat with a large rhinestone pin sewn on the front.  Inside it is stamped 
“Jaconnet body made in Italy HB”. 
42
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Bright Multicolored Turban an Evelyn Varon Exclusive 
Designer: Evelyn Varon Exclusive   Hat #282 
Material:  Fabric      Band:  None 
Color:  Varied      Lining:  Yellow netting 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 3” deep    Sweatband:  Yellow grosgrain 
Condition:  Excellent     Brim:  None 
 
Description: Brightly colored printed fabric turban hat in green, orange, pink, blue and brown colors.  
It has 2 side combs inside. 
43
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Cone Shaped Hat with Feather by Christian Dior 
Designer: Christian Dior, New York     Hat #298   
Material:  Felt and feathers      Lining:  None 
Color:  Black        Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 6” deep      Brim: None 
Condition:   Excellent 
 
Description: Black felt cone shaped hat with black ostrich feathers on one side.  The feathers are at-
tached with a silver leaf shaped pin with rhinestones and faux pearls. 
44
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Whimsie with Bow Designs 
Acquisition #HW208.17.1 
Description: Black whimsey with small bow like designs. 
45
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Yellow Whimsie with Flowers 
Acquisition #HW208.17.2 
Description:  Yellow net whimsie with yellow flowers, green leaves attached. It has a brown bow on top. 
46
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Whimsie with Black Feathers and Beads 
Acquisition #HW208.17.3 
A black net whinmsey with black several bird like decorations attached made of black feathers and a 
bead. 
47
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Whimsie with Fuzzy Dots 
Acquisition #HW208.17.4  
Description: Black whimsie with fuzzy black dots. Some of the net is damaged. 
48
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Plain Black Whimsie 
Acquisition #HW208.17.5 
Description: Black Whimsie with no decoration. 
49
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Tan Whimsie with Dots, Bows & Designs 
Acquisition #HW208.17.6 
Desription: Tan Whimsie with dots, bows and designs. 
50
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Brown Whimsie with Feather & Bead Attachments 
Acquisition #HW208.17.7 
Description: A brown new whimsie with bird-like decorations attached made of brown feathers and beads. 
51
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Whimsie with Dots & Bows 
Acquisition #HW208.17.8 
Description: A black net whimsie with 3 large black bows in back and chenille dots in a semi-circle designs 
in front. 
52
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Whimsie with a Black Bow 
Acquisition #HW208.17.9 
Desription: A somewhat stiff black whimsie with a big black bow on top. It has a union tag which reads 
“Union Made, EL 044166 in U.S.A”. 
53
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Black Whimsie with a Bow on Top 
Acquisition #HW208.17.10 
Description: A black whimsie with a black bow on top and 5 black chenille hart shaped designs in front. 
54
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Plain Beige Whimsie 
Acquisition #HW208.17.11 
Description:  Plain beige whimsie. 
55
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s Green Whimsie by Mr. John 
Acquisition #HW208.17.12 
Description:  A green whimsie with a green ribbon on top which has a comb underneath. The netting 
has several green looped decorations attached on the front side. An attached label underneath reads: Mr. 
John “demi-chapeau” New York, Paris. 
56
1950s-1960s 
57
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Beige Straw Pillbox Hat 
Circa: 1950s-60s Hat #16 
Style: Pillbox  Sweatband: none 
Lining: None Dimensions: 7” wide / 4” deep 
Condition: Fair 
Beige straw hat covered with netting and with a beige velvet ribbon around the bottom.   The inside has a 
stiff netting and a union tag. The lining is missing. 
58
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Tall Feathered Pillbox from Green’s, Park Ave. 
Store Tag: Green’s Park Avenue Hat Hat #48 
Style: Tall feather Material: Feathers and netting 
Sweatband: Green grosgrain Lining: None 
Dimensions: 7” wide / 5” deep Condition: Very Good 
Multicolored feather hat in greens, oranges and yellowed covered with green netting.  It has a green bow on 
top of the crown.  Some of the netting has damage. 
59
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60 Black Feather Pillbox by Sally Victor 
Acquisition #109.87.2.A.1 Hat #56 
Designer tag:  Miss Sally Victor, New York Circa: 1950s-60s 
Style:  Feather Pillbox Material: felt, feathers, and net 
Sweatband:  None  Lining: netting 
Dimensions: 6”wide / 1” deep Brim: None 
Condition:  Excellent 
Black pillbox hat covered with black coque feathers.  It has a black face veil attached inside. Donated by Mrs. 
Jack E. Smith, August 15, 1987. 
60
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Brown Feather Pillbox made by Frances Fisher 
Designer tag: Hand made by Frances Fisher Hat #61 
Style:  Feather pillbox Material: Feathers and fabric 
Sweatband:  None  Lining: Tan fabric 
Dimensions: 6.5” wide / 2” deep Brim: None 
Condition:  Very good 
Pillbox hat covered with multicolored brown feathers. 
61
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Black & Pink Pillbox designed by Mr. John 
Designer tag:  Mr. John Hat #76 
Style:  Pillbox  Material: Fabric, flowers and feathers 
Sweatband: Black grosgrain Lining: Black fabric 
Dimensions: 2” deep / 8.5” wide Brim: None 
Condition: Excellent 
A pink and black pillbox hat with a 1.5” black velvet band around the bottom.  The top has draped pink 
satin fabric with pink flowers, green leaves, and pink feathers on attached, and a mesh pink bow. 
62
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Multicolored Turban designed by Lloyd Wright 
Designer tag:  Designed by Lloyd Wright Hat #79 
Style:   Turban  Material: Fabric 
Sweatband:  Blue grosgrain  Lining: Silver material 
Dimensions: 7” wide / 6” deep Brim: None 
Condition: Excellent 
Turban hat with emerald green, purple and blue satin intertwined around the edges.  The hat has silver fab-
ric lining. 
63
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Straw Convention Hat by Mr. John 
Designer tag:  Mr. John Classic, NY, Paris Hat #87 
Style:  Straw  Material: Straw, ribbon and a button 
Sweatband:  Tan grosgrain  Lining: None 
Dimensions: 12” wide / 4” deep Brim: 3” wide 
Condition: Very Good 
Natural straw convention type hat with a red and blue grosgrain ribbon band  that ends on the side and 
has a brass button between the end.  Additional blue and red ribbon is attached vertically forming a 
square, and some drapes over one side. Donated by Ethel Findley (wife of Robert A. Findley), Jan. 25, 
1925. Original Acquisition #187.93.910 
64
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Natural Straw Boater 
Inside tags: None Hat #89 
Style: Boater Material: Straw 
Sweatband: Tan fabric Lining: none 
Dimensions: 10.5” long x 9.5” wide / 4” deep Brim: 2” wide 
Condition: Excellent 
Natural straw hat with a depressed crown.  It has a wide band of ribbons sewn together in yellow, brown and 
red/orange.  There are two small baskets attached in the back for decoration. 
65
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Natural Straw Hat designed by Sally Victor 
Designer tag:  Sally Victor Headlines Hat #91 
Style:  Boater  Material: Straw 
Sweatband:  Tan grosgrain  Lining: none 
Dimensions: 10” wide / 5” deep Brim: 1 ¼”-2 ¾” 
Condition: Excellent 
Tan straw hat with a 2” wide band.  The band is white, red, tan and brown.  There is a 3.5” white fabric bow 
on the right side. 
66
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Straw Boater by Modern Miss 
Inside tag: Modern Miss  Hat #92 
Union tag: Union made 3111085 Material: Straw, ribbon and plastic 
Sweatband: Red grosgrain  Lining: none 
Dimensions: 9” wide / 5.5” deep Brim: upturned 1” – 1.25” 
Condition: Excellent 
A deep crown straw hat with a red grosgrain band and a black patent band and flower attached on one 
side.  The flower has a black pompom in the center. Donated by Mrs. Catherine (Lynn) Adams, Sept. 28, 
1987. Original Acquisition #113.87.17.4 
67
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Green Fabric Hat & Scarf by Helen Liebert 
Designer tag:  Helen Liebert, Savoy Plaza, N.Y. 
Material:  Fabric  
Dimensions:  10” wide / 3” deep 
Brim:   1” – 2 ¼” wide 
Hat #95 
Sweatband: Tan grosgrain 
Lining: off-white fabric 
Condition: Excellent 
Shiny green fabric hat with a matching scarf and a green hatpin.  The material has a white and black urn pat-
tern.  One side of the hat is longer than the other side and hangs down. 
68
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Multicolored Fabric Pillbox by Gen Anderson 
Inside tag: Hand Made by Gen Anderson Hat #117 
Style: Pillbox  Material: Fabric 
Sweatband: Gold bric-a-brac Lining: Gold fabric 
Dimensions: 8” wide / 4” deep Brim: None 
Condition: Excellent 
A handmade hat in a brightly colored patterned fabric with green, brown, blue, red and white colors.  
The crown is depressed, and the sides have two tiers  
69
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Black Crocheted Hat with Crocheted Flowers 
Inside tag: None Hat #124 
Style: Flower Material: Yarn and flowers 
Sweatband: None Lining: None 
Dimensions: 7” wide / 4” deep Brim: None 
Condition: Excellent 
A black crocheted hat with black flowers attached.  The center of the flowers are made with black velvet fab-
ric 
70
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Mustard Colored Felted Fur Breton Hat 
Inside tag: None Hat #132 
Inside stamp:  La Scala 
Style:  Breton  Material: Felt fur 
Sweatband:  Yellow grosgrain Lining: none 
Dimensions: 10” wide x 11” long / 4 deep  Brim: 1”-2.5” 
Band:   Orange and green ribbon band Condition: Excellent 
Mustard colored felted fur hat with an orange and green ribbon band.  It has a knot of multicolored green, 
orange and yellow feathers attached to the band.  The crown is depressed . The inside stamp reads “La 
Scala, genuine lustre imported hare’s fur, body made in Italy. 
71
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Red Deep Crowned Straw Hat 
Inside tag: None  Hat #140 
Style: Deep crowned straw Material:  Straw, ribbon and veil 
Sweatband: Red grosgrain  Lining:  None 
Dimensions: 9” wide / 5” deep Brim:   ¾” wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
Red straw hat with a 2” wide red grosgrain band with a bow on the right side.  The hat is covered with a 
red veil. 
72
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Deep Crowned Straw by Sonni, California 
Acquisition #113.87.17.3 
Inside tag:  Sonni California, and a union tag Hat #141  
Style:  Deep crowned straw Material: Straw 
Sweatband: Tan grosgrain  Lining: None 
Dimensions: 9” wide / 6” deep Brim: Upturned 2” 
Condition:  Excellent 
Natural straw hat with a 2” upturned brim.  It has a wide band in green, yellow and orange 2” wide rib-
bon.  The band folds over the brim on the right side.  There is a covered yellow button with a yellow tas-
sel attached to the band where it overlaps. Donated by Mrs. Catherine (Lynn) Adams, Sept. 29, 1987. 
73
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Navy Blue Deep Crowned Straw 
Inside tag: Fashion Award, and “adjustable” Hat #142 
Style: Deep crowned  Material: Straw 
Sweatband: Navy blue grosgrain  Lining: None 
Dimensions: 13” wide / 5” deep Brim: 2” – 4” wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
Navy blue deep crowned straw hat.  The brim is slightly upturned and the edge is covered with blue gros-
grain ribbon.  The band is 1” grosgrain and overlaps in the back with a band around the two ends.  The 
top of the crown has a covered 2” wide button. 
74
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Off-White Knitted Hat with Beads 
Inside tag: None Hat #143 
Style: Brimless Material: Yarn and beads 
Sweatband: None Lining: None 
Dimensions: 8” wide 
Condition:  Very Good 
Off- white knitted hat with beads around the bottom.  The top has a knitted flower. 
75
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Deep Crowned Straw with Brown Net by Miss Margo 
Inside tag: Miss Margo Hat #145 
Style: Deep crowned straw Material: Straw, fishnet and grosgrain 
Sweatband: Tan grosgrain  Lining: None 
Dimensions: 8.5” wide / 5” deep Brim: 1” – 1.25” 
Band: 1.5” brown grosgrain Size tag: 22  
Condition: Very good – some discoloration around the brim edge 
A deep crowned natural straw hat with a 1.5” brown grosgrain band.  The top of the crown has a loop of the 
tan grosgrain ribbon with a fishnet looking vail attached to the front.  The ends of the veil go through the loop 
on top and drape down the back. Donated by Mrs. Jack E. Smith, August 15, 1987. Owner label:  Mrs. Vernon 
B. Snell, 3329 Goodger Dr., Okla. City, OK 73112. Original Acquisition # 109.87.2.A
76
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Wide Brimmed Tan Felt Hat by Irene of New York 
Inside tag: Irene of New York Hat #155 
Inside stamp: Made in France 
Style:  Wide brimmed Material: Felt 
Sweatband:  Red grosgrain  Lining: None 
Dimensions: 13” wide / 5” deep Brim: 3.5” wide 
Condition:  Very good – some staining at the brow 
Tan felt hat with a matching thin felt band.  The brim is stitched in horizontal lines and can be worn down, 
or turned up. 
77
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Tan Wool Beret, made in France 
Style: Beret  Hat #159 
Inside tag: 100% wool, made in France, WPL 9362, dry clean only 
Sweatband: None  Material: Wool 
Dimensions: 10.5” wide Band: None 
Condition: Very good Lining: None 
Tan wool beret made in France. Donated by Ruth McFarland (wife of Charles B. McFarland), December 5, 
1985. Original acquisition #47.85.2.B. 
78
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Yellow Knitted Beret 
Designer tag:  None Hat #160 
Style: Beret Material: Yarn 
Band:   None Sweatband: None 
Lining:  None Dimensions: 10” wide 
Condition: Excellent 
Hand knit beret in yellow yarn. Donated by Ruth Ensley McFarland (wife of Charles B. McFarland), De-
cember 5, 1985. Original acquisition #47.85.2.B. 
79
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Black Wool Beret 
Designer tag:  None 
Style: Beret 
Band:    None 
Lining:  None 
Hat #161 
Material: Wool
Sweatband: None 
Dimensions: 9” wide 
Condition: Excellent 
Black wool beret. Donated by Ruth Ensley McFarland (wife of Charles B. McFarland), December 5, 1985. 
Original acquisition #47.85.2.B. 
80
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Red, Blue & Gold Knitted Beret 
Designer tag: None Hat #162 
Style: Beret Material: Yarn 
Band:   None Sweatband: None 
Lining: None Brim: None 
Dimensions: 9” wide 
Condition:  Good 
Hand knit beret in red, blue, gold and white colors.  The top has a large red pompom.  There are some loose 
strings where the hat was gathered on the bottom. Donated by Ruth Ensley McFarland (wife of Charles B. 
McFarland), December 5, 1985. Original acquisition #47.85.2.B. 
81
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Maroon Knit Wool Beret 
Designer tag: None Hat #163 
Style: Beret Material:  Wool knit 
Band:   None Sweatband: None 
Lining: None Brim: None 
Dimensions: 10.5” wide 
Condition: Excellent 
Dark maroon knit wool beret hat.  Donated by Ruth Ensley McFarland (wife of Charles B. McFarland), De-
cember 5, 1985. Original acquisition #47.85.2.B. 
82
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Red Knit Beret from Berman’s 
Inside tag: Berman’s Hat #164 
Style: Beret Material: Yarn 
Band: None Sweatband: None 
Lining: None Brim: None 
Dimensions: 10.5” wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
Red knit beret. Donated by Ruth Ensley McFarland (wife of Charles B. McFarland), December 5, 1985. 
Original acquisition #47.85.2.B. 
83
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Off-White Knitted Beret 
Inside tag: None Hat #165 
Style: Beret Material: Yarn 
Band: None Sweatband:  None 
Lining: None Brim: None 
Dimensions:  10” wide 
Condition:  Very good  
Off-white hand knit beret with two layers of knitting.  The top layer is in a lattice style knit. Donated by Ruth 
Ensley McFarland (wife of Charles B. McFarland), December 5, 1985. Original acquisition #47.85.2.B. 
84
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Deep Crowned Straw with Corn & Strawberries 
Designer tag: An Admiration Model Hat #166 
Style:  Deep crowned straw Material:  Straw, ribbon and decorations 
Band:   Red velvet ribbon Sweatband: White grosgrain 
Lining: None  Brim: 2”-2.5” wide 
Dimensions: 12” wide / 4” deep 
Condition:  Excellent 
White straw hat with a red velvet band which extends in the back to the edge of the brim.  Two fabric 
strawberries are attached to the brim, and 2 shuck of corn with pearl covered beads are attached on the 
sides of the crown.  The edge of the rim has frayed raffia. 
85
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Red Knit Beret with Chain & Pom-Pom 
Designer tag: None Hat #169 
Style: Beret Material:  Yarn 
Band:   None Sweatband:  None 
Lining: None Brim:  None 
Dimensions: 9” wide 
Condition:  Very Good 
Bright red knit beret with a chain and pompom attached to the top which hangs over the side 
86
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s White Fur Cloche by Schiaparelli 
Designer tag: Schiaparelli Hat #171 
Style:  Deep crowned Material:  Fur felt 
Band:   Tan grosgrain Sweatband: White grosgrain 
Lining: None  Brim:   None 
Dimensions: 8” wide / 6” deep Inside stamp:  Mousse HB 
Condition:  Excellent 
Elsa Schiaparelli hat dating from the 50s-60s made in a white fur felt.  It has a black leather overlapping 
brow piece, and a black leather bow in the back. Donated by Mrs. Peggy Wright, January 30, 1989. Original 
acquisition #153.89.1. 
87
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s  White Fuzzy Fur Cloche by Schiaparelli 
Designer tag: Schiaparelli Hat #172 
Style:  Deep crowned Material:  Fur felt 
Band:   None Sweatband: White grosgrain 
Lining: None Brim:   1” front bill 
Dimensions: 8” wide / 6” deep Inside stamp:  Mousse HB 
Condition:  Excellent 
White fuzzy fur felt hat with a tan grosgrain ribbon attached on each side and running across the front 
with a bow on the right side. Donated by Mrs. Peggy Wright, January 30, 1989. Original acquisition 
#153.89.1. 
88
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Tall Black Fuzzy Fur Conical Hat
Inside tags: None Hat #173 
Style:  Conical Material:  Fur 
Band:   None Sweatband:  Black elastic 
Lining: None Brim:   None 
Dimensions: 8” wide / 7” deep Inside stamp:  None 
Condition:  Excellent 
Tall black fur hat in a conical shape. 
89
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Black Fabric Turban by Emme 
Hat #210 
Designer: Emme Style: Turban  
Material: Fabric Lining: None 
Color: Black Sweatband: None 
Dimensions: 8” wide / 5” deep Condition: Excellent 
Description: Black fabric soft turban gathered in front with a big bow in the back.  There is a small 
comb in the front. 
Front Gathering 
Back view 
90
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Natural Straw with Navy Blue Band by Frank Olive 
Hat #211 
Designer: Frank Olive Store Tag: Nieman Marcus 
Material: Straw  Lining: None 
Color: Natural straw and black Sweatband: Tan grosgrain 
Dimensions: 9” x 9.5” / 5” deep Brim: 1” - 3.25” 
Condition:  Excellent Band: Navy blue ribbon 
Description: Natural straw hat with a  1.5”  navy blue ribbon around the front, ending with a bow on the 
right side.  The brim is wider on the right side. 
91
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Faux Leopard Fur Pillbox 
Designer: Unknown Hat #230 
Material: Fabric  Band: None 
Color: Brown, tan and black Lining: Black material 
Dimensions: 8” wide / 2” deep Sweatband: Black elastic 
Condition:  Fair Inside tag: Union made by 91837 in USA 
Description: A faux fur leopard hat with fabric rolled around the crown.  The inside fabric is breaking 
down. 
92
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Orange Turban Pillbox by Grace Burney, Okla. City 
Designer: Grace Burney, Oklahoma City Hat #250 
Material: Fabric  Band: None 
Color: Orange Lining: White material 
Dimensions: 7” wide / 2” deep Sweatband: Black grosgrain 
Condition:  Very Good Brim: None 
Description: An orange pillbox hat with a turban look to it.  It has a large clear rhinestone in front, and 
an orange hat pin. 
93
1960s-1970s 
94
UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Navy & White Flowered Toque 
Inside Tag:  Rivera      Hat #42 
Style:  Flowered toque    Material:  Netting and leaves 
Sweatband:  Navy grosgrain    Lining:  Sheer black fabric 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 4” deep    Condition:  Very Good 
This hat is completely covers navy blue netting navy blue and black leaves, with several white leaves 
in places.  It has sheer black fabric lining and an off-white fabric bow on the left side. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Gold Net Hat with Rhinestones, Sequins & Feathers 
Inside tags:  None    Hat #68 
Style:  Flapper   Material:  Sequins, feathers, netting, rhinestones 
Lining:  None    Dimensions:  7” wide  
Condition:  Fair 
A 3.5” wide flapper style hat.  The head band is covered with light tan sequins and amber colored 
rhinestones.  It has 4 single feathers poking through it, which are covered with multicolored rhine-
stones.  There is gold netting which covered the top of the head. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Gold Net Hat with Sequins, Feathers & Rhinestones 
Inside tags:  None    Hat #69 
Style:  Flapper style   Material:  Sequins, feathers, netting, rhinestones 
Lining:  None    Dimensions: 7” wide 
Condition:  Fair 
This head band is similar to #68 but it has gold sequins and clear rhinestones covering it.  It has 2 multicolored 
feathers on the left side and a gold hair net which would cover the top of the head. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Tall Crown Pheasant Feather Hat, styled by Coralie 
Designer tag:  Styled by Coralie    Hat #71 
Style:  Feather bucket     Material:  Pheasant feathers, felt 
Inside stamp:  None      Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Lining:  None      Dimensions:  9” wide / 7” deep 
Brim:   2.5” wide     Band:   Black faux leather 
Condition:  Excellent 
Bucket style hat covered with pheasant feathers and black netting.  It has a black faux leather band tied in a 
knot. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Brown Fabric Hat  with Lace by Gladys & Belle 
Designer tag:  Gladys & Belle, 28 West 57th St., NY Hat #73 
Style:  Turban      Material:  Fabric and lace 
Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain    Lining:  White netting 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 3” deep    Brim:   Lace bill in front 
Condition:  Pristine     Price tag:  $75.00 
A beige fabric hat with dark brown lace over the fabric in a turban style.  It has a lace “bill” over the 
front. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Green Mohair Bucket Hat 
Style:  Bucket       Hat #99 
Material:  Mohair      Sweatband: Green grosgrain  
Lining:  None       Brim: 0.5-1.5” 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 6” deep     Union tag: yes 
Inside stamp:  Mahara mohair 100% wool, Harry Pollak, Inc., NY  
Condition:  Excellent 
Leaf green fuzzy mohair hat.  It has a green 2” wide ribbon band with white stitching along the edges.  The 
band folds over in the back and doubles back through an attached loop. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Silver Bucket Hat by Felix 
Designer tag:  Felix      Hat #100 
Style:  Bucket      Material:  fabric 
Sweatband:  Grey grosgrain    Lining: pink fabric 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 8” deep    Brim: 2” – 2.5” 
Condition:  Excellent 
Shiny silver bucket hat with a matching silver fabric band.  The band has black ribbon attached on each 
side and a roll of ribbon on the right side. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Velour Bowler by Christian Dior 
Designer tag:  Christian Dior – New York, Inc.   Hat #103     
Inside stamp:  Midi imported velour body, made in France  Style:  Boater  
Material:  Velour       Sweatband:  Black grosgrain  
Lining:  None       Brim: 1 ½” – 2” 
Dimensions:  11” wide / 3” deep     Condition:  Excellent 
Black velour hat with a slightly upturned rim.  The black ribbon band is 1” wide, and there’s a bow in the 
back. Donated by Sylvia & Tom Dulaney on Dec. 28, 1986.  Owned by Virginia Dulaney (wife of Tom 
Dulaney). Original acquisition #101.85.3.C 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Green & Blue Pillbox from Balliet’s, Okla. City 
Inside store tag:  Balliets, Oklahoma City   Hat #118 
Style:   Pillbox      Material: Fabric 
Sweatband:   Green material    Lining: Green material 
Dimensions:   7” wide / 2” deep    Brim: None 
Condition:   Excellent 
A light green pillbox hat with blue flowered lace covering the fabric. It has two small hair combs inside.  
This hat matches a cocktail dress that’s in the collection.  This hat matches dress Acquisition 
#94.86.8.E. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Velvet Beret by H.M. Wallis Moodel 
Inside tag: H.M. Wallis Moodel, New Orleans, LA   Hat #119 
Style: Beret        Sweatband: Black grosgrain 
Material: Velvet material      Dimensions: 9” wide / 2” deep 
Lining: Black material       
Condition: Excellent 
Black velvet beret with a black velvet bow on the left side.  The bow has a rhinestone decoration in the mid-
dle, and there are some red feathers attached to the top of the bow. Donated by CiCi Goodwin (wife of Tom 
Goodwin) on March 26, 1994. Original acquisition #195.94.6 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Tan Velour Helmet by Evelyn Varon 
Inside tag:  Evelyn Varon Exclusive     Hat #120 
Inside stamp:  Union made, Peachbloom Velour, Merrimac body made of imported fur 
Style:  Helmet      Material: Felt 
Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain     Lining: None 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 6” deep     Brim: None 
Condition:  Good 
A tan high crowned velour hat that resembles a helmet.  The back has grommets attached and tan ribbon 
lacings ending in a bow. A tan ribbon stem is attached to the top of the crown.  The material has a few 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Green Wool Pillbox from Balliet’s, Okla. City 
Inside store tag:  Balliet’s, Oklahoma City    Hat #122 
Style:   Pillbox       Material: Wool fabric 
Sweatband:   Black grosgrain     Lining: Green satin 
Dimensions:   7” wide / 2” deep     Brim: None 
Condition:   Excellent 
 
Dark green wool hat with a covered button and yarn on top of the crown.  This hat goes with a matching 
coat and dress (Acquisition #94.86.8.B). 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Small Brown Leather Hat by Mister “G” 
Inside tag:  Mister “G”     Hat #123 
Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain    Lining: Brown fabric 
Dimensions:  6” wide / 1” deep    Brim: None 
Condition:  Excellent 
A small brown leather hat with a large covered button on the top and two small hair combs inside. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s White Vinyl Deep Crown Helmet 
Inside tag:  None      Hat #125 
Style:  Helmet     Material: Vinyl 
Sweatband:  Tan grosgrain     Lining: White fabric 
Dimensions:  9” wide / 5” deep 
Condition:  Good 
White vinyl deep crowned helmet style hat.  It has some small pin-hole size damage in the back. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Vinyl Hat by Emme, Inc., New York 
Inside tag:  Emme Inc., New York   Hat #126 
Style:  Deep crowned     Material: Vinyl 
Sweatband:  Black grosgrain    Lining: White fabric 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 4” deep    Brim: 2.5” (front and back brim) 
Condition:  Fair – the front brim has staples holding it on 
 
Black vinyl deep crowned hat with a black vinyl band with a bow.  It is designed in the Sherlock Holmes 
style. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Aqua Felt Fur Hat from Betmar 
Inside tag:  Betmar      Hat #127 
Inside stamp:  Mystere, made of imported fur   Lining: None 
Style:  Floppy       Material: Fur felt 
Sweatband:  Blue grosgrain     Brim: 2.5” – 3.5” 
Dimensions:  13” wide / 5” deep 
Condition: Very good – has some sweat stains on the brow, and a few moth holes 
 
Deep-crowned aqua blue felt fur hat with a floppy brim and a matching color ribbon band with a bow in 
the back. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s White Faux Leather Sport Cap 
Inside tag:  None     Hat #128 
Style:  Sport cap    Material: Faux leather 
Sweatband:  Black fabric    Lining: Black quilted material 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 3” deep   Brim: 1.5” wide 
Condition: Good, slight sweat stain on brow, and some of the sweatband needs to be reattached 
 
Faux off-white leather cap with a round black button on top of the crown. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Green Felt Fur Hat by Lee Bury of Dallas 
Inside tag:  Originals by Lee Bury of Dallas 
Inside stamp:  Madrigal, imported body, made in Italy  Hat #129 
Style:  Deep-crowned      Material: Fur felt 
Sweatband:  Black grosgrain     Lining: None 
Dimensions:  11” wide / 5” deep     Brim: 2” wide 
Condition:  Very good – slight sweat stain on the brow 
 
Deep crowned felt fur hat with a green grosgrain ribbon band. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Brown Corduroy Hat from I. Magnin & Co. 
Inside tag:  I. Magnin & Co., importers   Hat #130 
Style:  Breton      Material: Corduroy 
Sweatband:  Brown grosgrain    Lining: Black fabric 
Dimensions:  10” wide / 3” deep    Brim: 1” – 3” 
Condition:  Excellent 
Dark brown, wide ribbed corduroy hat.  It has a matching corduroy band and 2 hat pins.  This hat 
matches a dress/coat in the collection (Acquisition #83.86.8.F). 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Felted Fur Hat by Irene of New York 
Designer tag:  Irene of New York    Hat #133 
Inside stamp:  Splendicle, imported body made in Italy 
Style:        Material: Felt 
Band:   Brown strips of felt with a gold chain Sweatband: Brown grosgrain 
Lining:  None      Dimensions: 10” long, 9” wide / 5” deep 
Brim:   1” – 2” – upturned in back   Condition: Excellent 
Brown felted fur hat with an upturned brim in the back. The band is made of strips of the felt and a gold 
chain is attached to both ends with part of the chain hanging over the side with strips of felt on the end. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Multicolored Straw Hat with Large Tassel 
Inside tags: None      Hat #134 
Style:  Straw      Material: Straw and yarn 
Sweatband:  None      Lining: None 
Dimensions:  11” wide / 4” deep    Brim: 1”-2”    
Condition:  Excellent 
Natural straw hat made with strips of straw sewn into loops.  There is green, yellow and red braided 
yarn woven into the brim edge, and the sides of the crown. The back has an attached 9” pom-pom made 
with the yellow, metallic red and green braided strips. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Yellow Deep Crowned Fur Breton 
Inside tag:  Made in England expressly for Neiman Marcus Hat #137 
Style:  Breton       Material: Wool felt 
Sweatband:  Yellow grosgrain     Lining: None 
Dimensions:  11.5” wide / 4” deep     Brim: 2” – 2.5” 
Condition:  Good, but has several moth holes 
 
Bright yellow fur hat with a deep crown.  There’s a matching colored felt loop in the back which might 
have held a scarf or feathers.  The hat has quite a few moth holes all over it. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Pink Deep Crowned Straw Hat 
Inside tag:  None       Hat #138 
Style:  Deep crowned      Material: Straw 
Sweatband:  Tan grosgrain      Lining: None 
Dimensions:  12” wide / 6” deep     Brim: 3”-3.5” 
Condition:  Good – some sweat stains on sweatband 
 
Pink deep crowned straw hat with pink grosgrain ribbon around the brim.  The band is also a pink gros-
grain ribbon with a bow on one side and decorative hand stitching along one edge.  The brim can be worn 
turned up in the back, or flat. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Deep Crowned Straw Hat 
Inside tag:  Union tag, made in the USA    Hat #139 
Style:  Deep crowned straw     Material:  Straw 
Sweatband:  Black grosgrain     Lining:  None 
Dimensions:  13” wide / 5” deep     Brim: 3” wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
 
Black straw with an upturned brim.  The band is 2” wide black grosgrain ribbon with a bow in the back. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Deep Crowned White Straw Hat by Mr. John Jr. 
Inside tag:  Mr. John Jr.     Hat #149 
Style:  Deep crowned straw    Material: Straw  
Sweatband:  2” wide white grosgrain   Lining: None 
Dimensions:  10.5” wide / 6.5” deep   Brim: 2” wide 
Condition:  Very good – some staining on the sweatband 
 
Deep crowned white straw hat with a 2” wide white grosgrain band.  The band has a bow on the right hand 
side. Donated by Mrs. Catherine (Lynn) Adams, Sept. 28, 1987. Original acquisition #113.87.17.2 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s White, Wide Brimmed Cellophane Straw made in Taiwan 
Inside tag:  Made in Taiwan    Hat #152 
Style:  Wide brimmed    Material: Cellophane straw 
Sweatband:  None      Lining: None 
Dimensions:  15” wide / 6” deep    Brim: 4” wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
 
White cellophane straw hat with 5 band of decorative straw with mesh in-between.  No decoration. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Orange & Navy Wide Brimmed Straw Sun Hat 
Inside tag:  None       Hat #153 
Style:  Sun straw hat      Material: Straw 
Sweatband:  None       Lining: None 
Dimensions:  18” wide / 4” deep     Brim: 5” wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
 
A wide brimmed straw hat in orange and navy blue.  The band is made of braided navy blue straw.  A yel-
low ribbon is attached inside for tie, or so it could be worn behind the back.  A good beach hat and it has a 
matching big handbag. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Wide Brimmed White Hat made in Italy 
Inside tag:  None      Hat #154 
Style:  Wide brimmed   
Sweatband:  None      Lining: None 
Dimensions:  16” wide / 4” deep    Brim: 4 wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
 
Wide brimmed hat with fabric interwoven between cords.  The brim has open area of cording and knots.  
There is a bow in the back of the cording. It’s 55% cotton, 45% artificial silk, and was made in Italy. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black & White Sport Cap by Edward Mann 
Designer:  Edward Mann     Hat #157  
Style:  Sport cap     Material: Fabric 
Band:   None      Sweatband: White grosgrain 
Lining:  White fabric     Dimensions: 10” wide / 3” deep 
Brim:   3”      Condition: Excellent 
 
Black and white checkered cap with a front bill.  The body has two sizes of checks. The inside tag reads: 
Hats made by Edward Mann, always making fashion news, made in England 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Persian Lamb Beret & Scarf by Irene of New York 
Designer tag:  Irene of New York 
Circa:   1965 
Style:  Beret and scarf 
Lining: Red fabric  
Hat #158 
Material: Persian lamb 
Sweatband: Black grosgrain 
Band: None 
Brim: None 
Dimensions: Beret – 7” wide / 3” deep – Scarf: 53” long / 4” wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
Beret and scarf made with Persian lambs wool.  The hat has a 3” long top tab and red lining.  The long scarf 
also had red lining on the inside. Donated by Mrs. Joanna Champlin, January 15, 1986. Original acquisition 
#49.86.11.K. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Off-White Wool Knit Sport Cap 
Designer tag: None      Hat #167 
Style:  Sport cap     Material:  Yarn 
Band:   None      Sweatband:  None 
Lining: None      Brim:  2” wide brim 
Dimensions:  9.5” wide 
Condition:  Excellent 
 
Off-white wool knit cap with a front bill. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Tan Wool Felt Beret 
Designer tag: None     Hat #170 
Style:  Beret     Material:  Wool felt 
Band:   None     Sweatband:  Tan grosgrain 
Lining: None     Brim:   None 
Dimensions:  8” wide    Condition:  Excellent 
 
Tan wool felt beret with a covered button on top. Donated by Ruth Ensley McFarland (wife of Charles 
B. McFarland), December 5, 1985. Original acquisition #47.85.2.B. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Purple & Gold Net Open Crowned Hat 
Inside tag: None      Hat #178 
Style:  Open crowned     Material: Netting 
Band:   None      Sweatband: None 
Lining:  None      Brim: None 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 4” deep    Condition:  Excellent 
 
A purple and gold netting hat with a fish net appearance.  The netting is knotted in front and wraps 
around each side with gold netting on one side, and purple netting on the other.  Where they join in the 
back the netting is knotted producing a tail. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Deep Crowned Daisy Hat from Balliet’s, Okla. City 
Store tag: Balliet’s, Okla. City.     Hat #187 
Style:  Flower       Material:   Netting and flowers 
Band:   None       Sweatband:   Green grosgrain 
Lining: None       Brim:  1.5”-2” 
Dimensions:  5” deep / 9” wide     Condition:  Excellent 
 
Deep crowned flower hat covered with daisies and leaves over green netting.  It has a small comb inside 
in the front and an off-white organza bow toward the back. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Multicolored Straw Pillbox with Black Netting by Chanda 
Designer: Chanda Hat #193 
Style : Pillbox  Store tag: Forecast Kaufmann’s Pittsburg 
Material: Straw,  lace Lining: Black lace 
Color: Cream, black pink, purples, green Sweatband: Black grosgrain 
Dimensions: 6” wide / 2” deep Condition: Excellent 
Description: A straw pillbox cream straw hat with flowers underneath black lace which covers the entire hat.  
The inside has two small side combs. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Open Crowned Hat by Skol Nips 
Hat #204 
Designer: Skol Nips Sweatband: None 
Material: Fabric Lining: None 
Color: Black Dimensions: 8” wide / 2.5” deep 
Condition: Very Good Union Tag:  Union made by 606274 
Description: Black fabric hat with an open crown and eight 1” strips around the hat.  It also has black netting 
over the crown. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Brown Yarn Hat with a Bow by Everitt Needlepoint 
 Designer: Originals by Everitt Needlepoint Hat #247 
Material: Yarn  Band: Brown, red, green yarn 
Color: Dark brown Lining: None 
Dimensions: 9” long x 8.5” wide / 5” deep Sweatband: None 
Condition:  Excellent Brim: 0” - 1 3/4” 
Description: Brown yarn hat with a bow in the back.  The band consists of brown, green and red yarn 
with gold thread. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Grey Fabric Hat designed by Jean Tess, Paris 
Hat #260 
Designer: Jean Tess, Paris Store tag: Yves Saint Laurent, Paris, NY 
Material: Fabric  Band: None 
Color: Grey  Lining: Grey fabric 
Dimensions: 14” wide Sweatband: Black elastic 
Condition: Excellent Brim: 4” wide 
Description: Grey fabric hat with stitching all over.  It has 2 fabric ties. 
Stitching 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s-70s Tan Felt Cloche by Adolfo 
Designer: Adolfo, NY, Paris   Hat #271 
Material:  Felt     Band:  None 
Color:  Tan     Lining:  None 
Dimensions:  8” x 10.5” wide,  4” deep  Sweatband:  Tan grosgrain 
Condition:  Excellent    Brim:  Upturned in back 
 
Description: Tan cloche hat with an upturned brim in the back, a depressed crease in the crown, and a 
felt flower in the front.  Inside stamp says “Carol, body made in Italy”. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Hat with Black Velvet Crown by Mr. John Jr. 
Designer: Mr. John Jr.      Hat #272 
Material:  Velvet, cotton and suede    Band:  Black grosgrain 
Color:  Black and brown     Lining:  Black fabric 
Dimensions:  10” x 11” wide, 4” deep    Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Condition:  Very Good      Brim:  0.5” - 3” 
 
Description: Black hat with a black velvet crown, a black fabric brim with brown suede on the underside.  
The brim is turned up on one side.   The band is black grosgrain ribbon with a bow on one side. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Vinyl Pillbox with Grosgrain Ribbon 
Designer: Unknown    Hat #278 
Material:  Vinyl     Band:  None 
Color:  Black     Lining:  Black material 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 3” deep   Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Condition:  Very Good    Brim: None  
 
Description: Black vinyl pillbox hat with 1 1/2” wide grosgrain ribbon woven into the sides. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Fur Pillbox by Jacqueline in Dallas,TX 
Designer: Jacqueline, Dallas    Hat #279 
Material:  Fur      Band:  None 
Color:  Black      Lining:  Silver material 
Dimensions:  7” wide / 3” deep    Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Condition:  Excellent     Brim:  None 
 
Description: Black fur pillbox hat with silver lining and 2 small hair combs inside. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Navy Blue Leather Pillbox, custom made by Nieman Marcus 
Designer: Neiman Marcus custom made   Hat #280 
Material:  Leather and material     Band:  None 
Color:  Navy glue      Lining:  Gold material 
Dimensions:  6” wide / 2.5” deep     Sweatband:  None 
Condition:  Excellent      Brim:  None 
 
Description: Navy blue leather pillbox hat with gold lining and 2 small hair combs inside. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Small Hot Pink Pillbox with Pink Netting 
Designer: Unknown    Hat #281 
Material:  Material and netting   Band:  None 
Color:  Hot Pink    Lining:  Hot pink material  
Dimensions:  5” wide / 2” deep   Sweatband:  None 
Condition:  Excellent  
    
Description: Tiny hot pink evening pillbox hat covered with hot pink netting.  It has two small combs 
inside. Donated by Mrs. Catherine “Lynn” Adams. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Brown Felt Hat with Beads 
Designer: Unknown Hat #284 
Material: Felt and beads Band:  None 
Color: Brown  Lining:  
Dimensions: 7” wide / 4” deep 
Condition: Excellent Sweatband: 
Brim:  
None    
Brown grosgrain 
None 
Description: Brown felt hat with brown beading around the bottom.  Stamped inside is “Caravelle im-
ported body made in France”. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Red & Black Fuzzy Bucket by Jan Leslie 
Designer: Jan Leslie    Hat #285 
Material:  Felt     Band:  Black velvet 
Color:  Red and black    Lining:  None 
Dimensions:  8” wide / 4” deep   Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Condition:  Excellent    Brim:  None 
 
Description: Fuzzy red 3 tiered bucket hat with a 1 1/4” wide black velvet band and bow around the 
lower tier.  Inside stamp reads: “Nango tm HB made in Austria”. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s-70s Bright Multicolored Fabric Turban by Christian Dior 
Designer: Christian Dior  Hat #286 
Color: Red, orange, purple Store tag:   Neiman Marcus 
Dimensions: 7” wide / 4” deep Lining:  Red fabric 
Condition: Very Good Size tag: 41 
Description: Soft fabric in various shades of orange, pink, purple.  There is a half bow in the back.  
There is slight staining inside the front. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Tan Faux Fur  Sport Cap 
Designer: Unknown      Hat #287   
Material:  Faux fur      Lining:  Black fabric 
Color:  Tan       Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Dimensions:  9” long / 6” deep     Brim: 1.5” wide in front   
Condition:   Very good 
 
Description: Tan faux fur cap with 1.5” brim in front.  Black fabric lining with a black grosgrain ribbon 
sweatband. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Green Bucket with Brim by Lee Bury of Dallas 
Designer: Lee Bury  of Dallas     Hat #288 
Material:  Felt       Lining: None 
Color:  Forest Green      Sweatband:  Green grosgrain 
Dimensions:  8” long x 8” wide x  5.5” deep   Front Brim: 1.5” wide in front 
Condition:   Good 
 
Description: Green bucket style hat with small brim in front.  The brim has black leather trim on the end.  
There is a 1/2” wide black leather tie chin strap that ties.  The inside is stamped but is unreadable.  The hat 
has some sweat stains on the front of the sweatband.  There is a small moth hole in front on the crown. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Tall Black Felt Bucket by Roger Heim 
Designer: Roger Heim      Hat #289 
Material:  Felt       Lining: None 
Color:  Black       Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Dimensions:  11” long x. 9” wide x 7.5” deep   Brim: 1” - 1 3/4”    
Condition:   Very Good      Store tag: Neiman-Marcus 
 
Description: Tall black felt hat made in France.  It has a black grosgrain ribbon sweatband.  A 1” wide 
black grosgrain ribbon is around the crown which creates a brim effect.  The ribbon ends in a bow in the 
back.   
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Royal Blue Faux Fur Bucket by Amy (New York) 
Designer:  Amy, New York      Hat #290  
Material:  Faux fur       Lining: None 
Color:  Royal Blue       Sweatband:  Blue grosgrain 
Dimensions:  11” long x 10” wide x 6” deep    Brim: 1” - 2.5” wide   
Condition:   Very good     
 
Description: Royal blue faux fur bucket hat with a 1 3/4” wide blue grosgrain band with a bow on the 
right side..  The crown is depressed. Inside stamp: Duchess Reg’d, body made in Italy 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Emerald Green Faux Fur Bucket by Marion Valle’ 
Designer: Marion Valle’      Hat #291 
Material:  Faux fur       Lining:  None 
Color:  Emerald Green     Sweatband:   Green grosgrain 
Dimensions:  7.5” wide / 5.5” deep     Brim:  None 
Condition:   Very Good 
 
Description: Emerald green faux fur hat created using 8 sections.  The bottom edge has a green satin 
ribbon.    There a brown decorative ornament on one side with a large rhinestone on the e3nd. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Tan Cloche, a Maggi Alexander design 
Designer: Maggi Alexander design    Hat #292 
Material:  Faux fur felt      Lining:  None 
Color:  Beige       Sweatband:   Beige grosgrain 
Dimensions:  10” wide / 4.5” deep     Brim:  2” - 2.5”   
Condition:   Very Good     
Description: Tan cloche style hat with a 1/4 inch matching band with a knot on the right side.  A 1/4” tan 
ribbed ribbon from from the front to the back of the crown.  Size: 22  This hat is Union Made. Inside stamp: 
Martelle 100% made in West Germany 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Derby Bucket by Ann Marie 
Designer: Ann Marie      Hat #293 
Material:  Felt       Lining:  None 
Color:  Black       Sweatband:   Black grosgrain 
Dimensions:  9” x 7” / 6” deep     Brim:  2” wide 
Condition:   Very Good 
 
Description: A tall black hat with a front bill and a black leather band with a bow in front.   The crown 
has two indentations in the front.  Inside stamp says “ Ann Marie, imported body made in Italy”. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Tan Wide Brimmed Wool Hat from Nieman Marcus 
Designer: Unknown     Hat #296 
Material:  100% wool felt    Lining:  None 
Color:  Brown      Sweatband:   Brown grosgrain 
Dimensions:  14” wide / 4” deep    Brim:  3” - 3.5” 
Condition:   Very Good     Store tag: Nieman Marcus 
 
Description: Tan hat with a wide brim and a 2 1/4” wide striped ribbon band.  The inside label reads 
“made in England expressly for Neiman-Marcus—pure new wool—100% wool.   
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Wool Fedora from Nita Hats of Dallas 
Designer: Nita—Hats of Dallas     Hat #297 
Material:  Wool felt      Lining:  None 
Color:  Black       Sweatband:   Black grosgrain 
Dimensions:  12.5” wide x 13” long / 4” deep   Brim:  3” wide 
Condition:   Very Good 
 
Description: Black 100% wool hat, union made.  It has a 1” black leather strap around the crown with a 
bow on the side. Inside stamp: reads Neumann Endler Deluxe 100% wool.  There is some slight staining 
on the front sweatband.  This hat is Union Made in the USA. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Felt Bucket by Mark III 
Designer: Mark III      Hat #299 
Material:  Felt, Satin and Braid     Lining:  None 
Color:  Black       Sweatband:   Black grosgrain 
Dimensions:  9” wide x 5” deep     Brim:  1 1/4” - 2” 
Condition:   Excellent 
Description: Black felt bucket style hat with a 4” wide satin band around the crown and 3 rows of black 
braid.  The crown is depressed.  Union tag reads: United Hattery Cap & Millinery Works, Union K 
404342. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1950s-60s Deep Crowned Pink Net Hat by Clover Lane
Designer tag: Clover Lane  
Dimensions: 9” wide x 6” deep 
Condition:  Excellent 
Hat #18-14 
Lining:  None / Brim: 2” wide 
Sweatband:  Pink Grosgrain 
Description: This deep crowned pink net hat has several rows of netting on the crown and folded netting 
on the brim. It has a wide pink ribbon band with ends on the right side and has a white rose with a green 
stem and 2 leaves attached.  It was purchased at John A. Brown Millinery in Oklahoma City at Penn Square 
Mall. A union tag is attached by the designer tag which reads “Union Made CE 581945 in U.S.A”. 
Back view 
Hat box label 
Inside view 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1960s Black Deep Crowned Hat by Modern Miss
Designer tag: Modern Miss  
Dimensions: 5” deep, 10” wide 
Condition:  Fair 
Hat #18-27 
Lining:  None 
Sweatband: Black grosgrain 
Description: This hat is made with black net covered with pleated black netting. The brim is 1.5” in the back 
and 2.5” in the front with black velvet around the wire on the bottom. It has a 1” black velveteen band. Some 
of the netting is coming loose on the outside. 
Back view 
Top view 
Inside view 
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1980s 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1980s Wide Brimmed Black Felt Hat with Black Feathers 
Designer: Unknown Hat #253 
Material:  Felt and feathers Lining: none 
Color:  Black  Sweatband: black grosgrain ribbon 
Dimensions: 14” wide / 7” wide inside Brim: 4” wide 
Inside ribbon   L. Bunruos 
Condition:   Fragile 
Description: A wide brimmed black felt hat with curled black feathers all over the brim.  Some of the 
feathers are loose.  The inside has a red ribbon with the name L. Bunruos on it.  The hat has a black 
chin strap. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1980s Black Wide Brimmed Felt Hat with Black Flowers 
Designer: Unknown Hat #262 
Material: Felt and flowers Band: None 
Color: Black with some red Lining: None 
Dimensions: 15” wide / 3” deep Sweatband: Black grosgrain 
Condition:  Good  Brim: 3.5” - 4.5” wide 
Description: Black wide brimmed felt hat with black flowers with red centers attached all around the top of 
the brim, and a black elastic chinstrap.  Hand stitched inside is the name J. Burrus, or Burns.  Some of the 
flowers are loose. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1980s Navy & Cream Straw Sailor Hat, a Chapeaux Original 
Designer: Chapeaux Original Hat #294 
Material: Straw  Lining: None 
Color: Navy blue and cream Sweatband:    Navy grosgrain 
Dimensions: 11” wide / 4” deep Brim: 1 3/4” wide 
Condition:  Very Good 
Description: Navy straw hat with a 3” wide cream ribbon around the crown and a bow off center in the 
front.  The grosgrain sweatband  has silver bric-a-brac and lace trim over it. 
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UCO Fashion Museum Collection 
1980s Wide Brimmed Navy & Cream Straw Sailor by Lilly Mendel 
Designer: Lilly Mendel Hat #295 
Material: Felt Lining: None 
Color: Black and tan Sweatband:  Black grosgrain 
Dimensions: 14” wide / 4.5” deep Brim: 3” - 3.5” 
Condition:   Pristine 
Description: Black and tan 100% wool felt fedora.  Crown and brim edge are black.  The crown has a 
black velveteen band with a black felt bow and 6 square copper colored decorations.  The original price tag 
of $29.00 is attached.  This hat is union made. Inside stamp:  Doeskin felt 100% wool George W. Boelman 
& Co., Inc., Made in USA 
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Hats - Volume 2: Designer Index 
Designer Name 
Page 
# 
Hat 
# Circa 
Adolfo 271 133 1960s-70s 
Amy 290 145 1960s-70s 
Celetha, NYC 50 20 1950s 
Chanda 53 23 1950s 
Chanda 193 129 1960s-70s 
Chapeaux Original 294 157 1980s 
Christian Dior 103 102 1950s 
Christian Dior 286 141 1960s-70s 
Christian Dior 298 44 1960s-70s 
Christine Original 28 9 1950s 
Christine Original 148 33 1950s 
Clover Land 18-14 152 1960s-70s 
Coralie 71 98 1960s-70s 
Dolly Madison 7 24 1950s 
Edward Mann 157 123 1960s-70s 
Emme, Inc. 40 17 1950s 
Emme, Inc. 126 90 1950s-60 
Emme, Inc. 210 109 1960s-70s 
Ere Nouvelle 6 23 1950s 
Evelyn Varon 3 14 1950s 
Evelyn Varon 120 105 1960s-70s 
Evelyn Varon Exclusive 283 43 1950s 
Everitt Needlepoint 195 131 1960s-70s 
Frances Fisher 61 61 1950s-60 
Frank Olive 211 91 1950s-60 
g. Howard Hodge 208 35 1950s 
GenAnderson 117 69 1950s-60 
Gladys 273 42 1950s 
Gladys & Belle 73 99 1960s-70s 
Grace Burney, Oklahoma City 200 34 1950s 
Grace Burney, Oklahoma City 250 93 1950s-60 
H.M. Wallis Moodel 119 104 1960s-70s 
Hattie Carnegie 51 21 1950s 
Helen Liebert 95 68 1950s-60 
I Magnin & Co. 130 113 1960s-70s 
Irene of New York 38 15 1950s 
Irene of New York 133 77 1950s-60 
Hats - Volume 2: Designer Index (con’t) 
Designer Name Page # Hat # Circa 
Irene of New York 155 114 1960s-70s 
Irene of New York 158 124 1960s-70s 
Jacqueline 279 136 1960s-70s 
Jan Leslie 49 19 1950s 
Jan Leslie 285 140 1960s-70s 
Lee Bury of Dallas 129 112 1960s-70s 
Lee Bury of Dallas 288 143 1960s-70s 
Lilly Mendel 295 158 1980s 
Lloyd Wright 79 63 1950s-60 
Madcaps 52 22 1950s 
Maggi Alxeander 292 147 1960s-70s 
Marion Valle' 291 146 1960s-70s 
Mark III 299 151 1960s-70s 
Miss Margo 145 76 1950s-60 
Mister G 123 107 1960s-70s 
Modern Miss 92 67 1950s-60 
Modern Miss 18-27 153 1960s-70s 
Mr. John 264 39 1950s 
Mr. John 17.12 56 1950s 
Mr. John 76 62 1950s-60 
Mr. John 87 64 1950s-60 
Mr. John Jr. 149 119 1960s-70s 
Mr. John Jr. 272 134 1960s-70s 
Nat Frank 33 14 1950s 
Roger Heim 289 144 1960s-70s 
Sally Victor 267 41 1950s 
Sally Victor 56 60 1950s-60 
Sally Victor 91 66 1950s-60 
Schiaparelli 171 87 1950s-60 
Schiaparelli 172 88 1950s-60 
Skol Nips 194 130 1960s-70s 
Sonni, California 141 73 1950s-60 
Valier Modes 30 11 1950s 
 
List of Hat Donors 
Hats in the collection were donated by several women from Oklahoma.  If it is 
know which particular hat(s) they donated, a notation was made on the catalog 
pages.  Oftentimes, however, the log only indicated someone donated 3 pillbox 
hats, or 18 flowered hats, etc. 
 
Following is a list of the ladies from the original acquisition log who donated 
hats.  I have included the name of their husbands as well, if known. 
Adams, Catherine (Lynn) 
Apple, Mrs. Harry L.  
Bohnard, Mary Lou 
Britton, Mrs. John 
Champlin, Joanna M. 
Dulaney, Sylvia & Tom, donated for Virginia Dulaney 
Earp, Lillian Mary Tidman (wife of Ancel Earp) 
Ferma, Neva 
Findley, Ethel (wife of Robert Findley) 
Goodwin, Cici (wife of Tom Goodwin) 
Hamilton, Kathleen 
Kilpatrick, Elizabeth (wife of John Kilpatrick) 
Lacy, Ann 
Mayfield, Mrs. Lawrence 
McFarland, Ruth (wife of Charles B. McFarland) 
Morey, Mary Miles Mayo (wife of Jimmy D. Morey) 
Rosenboom, Margaret 
Russell, Lillian (wife of Jack Russell) 
Smith, Mrs. Jack E. 
Stalcup,Betty 
Tilghman, Ann (wife of Charles Tilghman) 
Weaver, Ann 
Wilghman, Ann (wife of Charles Wilghman) 
Wilson, Mary Frances Abel (wife of Tom B. Wilson) 
Wright, Mrs. Peggy 
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